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noun	 /ˈɪn.tə.feɪs/
1		 Situation,	way,	or	place	where	two	things		
	 come	together	and	affect	each	other.
2		 A	connection	between	two	electronic		 	
	 components,	or	between	a	person		 	 	
	 and	a	computer.

Perched	in	the	middle	of	a	fixed	agricultural	
territory	lies	Raufoss,	a	town	home	to	cutting	
edge	industry.	Its	thrilling	innovations	evolve	
however	behind	a	security	fence.	The	industrial	
activities	are	not	at	all	mirrored	in	the	town	itself,	
which	also	lacks	activity,	public	amenities	and	
places	for	people	to	socialise.	

The	brief	raises	complex	yet	exiting	issues	about	
the	relationship	between	the	rural	and	the	indu-
strial.	With	this	project	we	propose	an	elaborate	
scheme	that	bridges	the	gap	between	industry	
park	and	town.	An	interface	establishing	a	
vibrant	centre	for	Raufoss	by	combining	the	
high-tech	with	the	people-oriented.

A company town without a center

At first sight, Raufoss could be compared to a typical company 
town due to the relationship it has with its gigantic industrial 
park. However, a closer looks tells us that the town seems to have 
turned its back towards this productive area with its existence 
seemingly neglected and made invisible. A relevant part of the 
community’s identity lies behind a fence, bordered by a little river.

In Raufoss’ streets it is quite difficult to perceive that this small 
town is such an important hub for hyper-modern innovation. 
The surrounding nature and arable lands are outstanding, yet 
somehow most of the settlements seems generic. The lack of a 
proper centre tells us about a place which didn’t formalize its 
consistent know-how into an architectural form and a spatial 
configuration. The centre cannot be just the street of Storgata. 
Raufoss needs a centre, a place where the people that live and 
work here can stay and create a sense of community.

We	want	to	reveal	the	true	identity	of	Raufoss	
which	is	projected	into	innovation.	A	new	centre	
has	to	be	defined	by	creating	a	sequence	of	
public	spaces	around	buildings	with	a	vibrant	
functional	mix.

Creating density

Defining main axes
Today, the project site is an island hidden in between residential 
settlements of the smallest scale, the AMFI shopping mall and 
large industrial buildings. Cutting through the site is the river 
Hunnselva with its lush green banks. It is essential to bridge this 
gap between the different morphological conditions here through 
new urban spaces which react to the abrupt jump in scale. The 
first key action is to trace two axes: 

North – South axis
The	axis	from	North	to	South,	from	
Brubakken	to	the	AMFI	shopping	
mall	and	beyond.	Our	aim	is	to	
create	a	parallel	axis	to	Storgata,	
isolated	from	car	traffic.	The	
historical	heritage	of	Brubakken	
becomes	the	pivotal	element	in	
grafting	a	new	and	innovative	
neighborhood	surrounded	by	
nature.	A	slow	pedestrian	mobility	
enables	the	people	of	Raufoss	
to	explore	and	enjoy	the	green	
riverbank	and	immerse	themselves	
in	the	new	vibrant	and	productive	
town	center.

Easth – West axis
The	East	–	West	axis	runs	from	
Storgata	to	Industripark.	The	towns	
main	road	needs	to	be	connected	
with	the	industrial	area,	bringing	
these	two	fundamental	parts	closer.	
Proximity	and	connections	allow	for	
alternative	forms	of	mobility.	Literally	
crossing	the	river	is	the	prime	
gesture	in	creating	a	stronger	link	
between	town	and	industrial	park.

7 – Storgata
Raufoss’	main	street	today	
has	little	to	offer	as	the	
towns	prime	shopping	area.	
It	hosts	the	AMFI	shopping	
mall	and	a	handful	of	shops	
and	places	to	eat	and	drink.

3 – Hunnselva river
As	the	river	once	used	to	
generate	electricity,	is	a	gol-
den	thread	through	Raufoss’	
history.	With	its	wild	and	lush	
green	riverbanks	underused	
today,	a	sequence	of	bridges	
stitches	together	riverbanks	
enabling	people	to	reclaim	
the	natural	core	of	the	site.

4 – Ground floor & rooftop
The	ground	floor	of	most	
housing	blocks	is	program-
med	with	commercial	units,	
communal	facilities	and	
mini-factories	which	result	
in	a	dynamic	town	centre.	
Also	community	services	
and	spaces	are	to	be	
found	on	the	rooftops,	like	
kindergartens	and	small-
scale	urban	farming.

1 – Gate to Industripark
As	Industripark’s	manage-
ment	is	planning	for	differen-
tiated	security	levels,	we	
propose	to	move	the	gate-
way	to	the	security	zone	to	
shape	a	new	public	square	
–	a	dynamic	hub	where	inno-
vation	and	community	meet.

2 – Welcome Centre 
This	new	triangular	activator	
and	square	it	faces	aim	to	
display	the	high-tech	inno-
vations	that	emerge	beyond	
the	fence,	reshaping	the	
entrance	to	the	Industripark	
and	the	Catapult	Centre.	

6 – Makerspace Library 
Located	right	in	the	core	
of	the	town	centre	the	
Makerspace	Library	aims	
to	be	a	co-creating	and	
inclusive	community	builder.	
It	is	a	space	free	of	charge	
and	open	around	the	clock	
for	creating	and	sharing	
knowledge	and	skill	with	
workshops	for	a	practical,	
hands-on	experience.

5 – Brubakken
As	part	of	the	collective	
consciousness	of	the	com-
munity,	the	heritage	site	is	
ideal	to	turn	it	into	a	com-
munal	place	to	eat,	drink	
and	socialize.	The	square	
behind	is	perfect	for	hosting	
cultural	event	in	summer,	
while	in	winter	the	outdoor	
space	with	fountain	can	be	
transformed	into	an	ice	rink.

Situation	plan	of	Raufoss	today	–	industrial	buildings	and	
detached	single	houses	oriented	towards	an	empty	centre.
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Activators and public spaces
A set of public buildings is positioned along these two axes. 
These elements cluster innovative forms of living and working 
around them. They are defined as activators, buildings with the 
aim of creating a sense of community and spreading out the 4.0 
knowledge: a metaphorical bridge between the very true identity 
of the Industripark and the need for public spaces. The activators 
provide the town centre with a strong educational soul. Different 
housing typologies, small scale innovative working spaces and a 
sequence of interconnected squares are the key elements of our 
vision for the Connected Living.
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A Brubakken heritage site
B Makerspace Library
C Welcome Centre of Industripark
D Catapult Centre

1 High end level housing
2 Mid level housing
3 Elderly housing
4 Mid level housing
5 Student housing
6 Short stay housing
7 Student housing
8 Low level housing
9 Short stay housing
10 Hotel 

Crossing the river
To connect the two sides of the river and to break down the fence 
bordering the Industripark we imagine a sequence of bridges. 
Having this multitude of connections along the Hunnselva river is a 
strong and yet subtle gesture for achieving the necessary synergies 
and for creating a green loop through the beautiful morphological 
element – the lush natural core of which its full potential has yet 
to be unfolded to the people of Raufoss. This not only boosts the 
living and working qualities for the future inhabitants of the town 
center, but for all the people of Raufoss, making them feel part of the 
interaction between nature, industry and settlement. 

Activators
As the key players in the creation 
of a new community, our project 
proposes four activators – com-
munity centres with multifunctional 
spaces. Among these activators, 
two are hosted by existing buildings 
along the North – South axis: Bru-
bakken and the Catapult Centre.
Along the East – West axis two 
new buildings are situated: the 
Makerspace Library right at the 
intersection of the two axes, and a 
triangular Welcome Centre at the 
entrance of the Industripark.

Public space
Large open squares are placed 
in front of the activators, each 
functioning as an outdoor extention 
if the program inside. This way the 
public spaces aren’t only diverse, 
but each is multifunctional. They 
are able to host specific temporary 
events, such as markets, festivals, 
or exhibitions.

At the point where the East – West 
axis meets the river, an iconic 
X-shaped bridge is placed with the 
aim of breaking down the, until this 
day, impenetrable barrier around the 
Industripark. Its shape enhances the 
ways people can cross the river and 
brings a clear perspective pointing 
towards the Catapult Centre and 
those buildings wil might become 
more public in the near future. 

A second bridge is positioned 
nearby Brubakken, providing people 
a nice view of the river flowing over 
the dam and connecting the square 
to the other side, where a path on 
the forested riverbank leads to the 
new Welcome Centre, marking a 
clear entrance to the Industripark.

The third bridge crosses the river 
nearby the Catapult Centre, one 
which already exists today and 
provides workers of the Industri-
park access from the large car park 
north of the AMFI shopping mall. 
This bridge is a crucial part of the 
sequence of river crossings, and a 
essential element in bringing people 
to the new Catapult Center. | 0   | 20       | 50           | 100 m

Welcome Centre
The Industripark’s Welcome Centre aims to shed a light on 
the hyper-modern innovations that evolve behind the security 
fence and to unfold them to the people of Raufoss. The 
building holds facilities for guests and users of the industrial 
area such as polyvalent spaces for seminars, co-working and 
meeting rooms.

Mid level housing
This elegant mid level housing block has a 4,5 mt high 
plint suitable for atelier and workshops. All the apartments 
have double orientation with a large winter garden facing 
Brubakken.

Mid level housing 
This housing building is located in front of the Makerspace 
Library. All the apartments have double orientation and are 
characterized by large winder garden facing south: an sunny 
extra space bringing natural light to the inside. On the rooftop 
there are facilities for small-scale urban farming which can be 
shared with the nearby elderly housing.

Short stay housing
Located in between the Makerspace Library and the Catapult 
center, this block is suitable for researchers or professionals 
visiting Raufoss for short stays. The building offers various 
communal facilities such as a laundry room and recreational 
spaces on a rooftop pavillion.

Low level housing
This balcony housing block is characterized by an aluminium 
shaft  on the northern side giving extra space for socializing 
with neighboors. All the apartments have double orientation 
and a winder garden oriented south.

Hotel
As Raufoss today only has one hotel that from the Industrpark 
can only be reached comfortably by car, our proposal 
features a 60-rooms hotel in the northern part of the new 
town centre. As the distance to both the industrial park and 
the new town centre is  practically nihil, visitors are able to 
reach all they need easily by foot. 

| 0  | 5    | 10             | 25 m

Makerspace Library
The Makerspace Library is located right in the core of the 
town centre as it aims to be a co-creating and inclusive 
community builder. It is a space free of charge and open 
around the clock for facilitating, creating, distributing and 
sharing knowledge and skill with workshops for a practical, 
hands-on experience. 

High level housing
This housing block right across from the Brubakken buildings 
hosts apartments with up to four bedrooms and a large 
winter garden terrace oriented west, towards the Hunnselva 
river. The ground floor is programmed with commercial units 
and mini-factories. On the rooftop of the building there is a 
kindergarden with garden for the whole community.

Elderly housing
With the elderly poplulation growing by the year, the town 
centre needs to facilitate appropriate housing for them. 
Located close to various public functionsa, the river and 
Storgata, as well as featuring appropriate communal spaces, it 
allows the elderly inhabitants of Raufoss to live independently 
at home and remain active citizens for a longer time.

Student housing
Raufoss is expected to increase the amount of its students, 
because of the attractiveness of its industrial park and 
educational facilities. This student housing provides larger 
studio apartments with communal facilities located at the 
ground floor. The building, located on the northern portion of 
the project site, is surrounded by sport facilities along the river.

Student housing
The circular building facing the Hunnselva river hosts studio 
apartments with generous balconies. Shared facilies and 
communal spaces are located on the ground floor and on the 
underground level.

Short stay housing
With 60.000 people visiting Raufoss’ Industrial Park annually, 
short stay housing makes a lot of sense. Visitors can have a 
temporary and flexible home right on the riverbank. 
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Phase A - consolidating the existing
The project starts with the development of 
the Brubakken site. The refurbishment and 
reprogramming of the historical heritage 
buildings is meant as the prime gesture 
towards the inhabitants in recognizing the 
development as a community project. The 
construction of the first set of new building 
blocks will lead to the creation of the first 
public square and the implementation of 
the North - South axis. Furthermore, the 
development of these residential buildings will 
result in the acquisition of part of the financial 
capital needed for the following phases.

Creating synergies

Cross-pollination between living and productive spaces
Bringing the Industripark and town closer together creates a new 
productive relationship and enables a new way of living in the 
centre. One that is enhanced by the innovative industries nearby 
and one that aims to reach a high level of living standards through 
typological, programmatic and generational variety.

The blocks cluster different types of program, gathered around 
open public spaces and creating a vibrant place alive 24/7.

Creating community

Public living
The activators, including the Catapult Centre, are the key players 
in the creation of a new community. Here, education and business 
meet the most civic spaces of the project, constituting community 
centres with multi-purpose spaces. Local manufacturers, civic 
associations and neighbourhood activities can find their home 
here and take advantage of the surrounding public spaces.

Brubakken, historical core of Raufoss and a key element in 
this proposal, is the ideal host for weekly food markets in its 
former gymnasium. The main building can become a communal 
gathering place where people can eat, drink, meet and socialize. 
Along with the square behind the heritage buildings, it is perfect 
for hosting cultural event in summertime, while in winter the 
outdoor space can be transformed into an ice rink. A stepped 

Parallel to these developments, the 
Industripark can start experimenting with 
new security measures in order to move or 
even get rid of parts of the fence surrounding 
it. This will enable the Catapult Center and 
possible other peripheral industrial buildings 
to become publicly accessible. 

The northern parts of the project site can  
continue to be used as parking space. Yet, 
thanks to its large size, they can be the host 
of seasonal events such as small music 
festivals  or food markets.

Phase B – crossing the river
During this phase connections between the 
two riverbanks are made, bringing together 
industry and town, enabling the reclamation 
of the green core along the Hunnselva river. 
These bridges are to be designed and realized 
in partnership with the nearby innovative 
industries and in close collaboration with the 
Catapult Centre. They can be devised in such 
a way that the local aluminium manufacturers 
can build them. 

A network of pedestrian paths along the 
river is also to be implemented in this phase, 

reshaping the wild nature into a lush park for 
the people of Raufoss to finally reclaim. 

With the enhancement of (public) access to 
the Industripark and the Catapult Center, 
the development of the northern portion of 
the project site can be kicked off with the 
construction of the hotel building, allowing 
temporary workers to have a place to stay 
and providing the town centre with an 
additional impulse of users.

Phase C - shaping the future
With the development of the Brubakken site 
in the first phase creating the North - South 
axis and the bridges crossing the Hunnselva 
river initiating the other one from East to 
West, the development of the building blocks 
and the shaping of the major square at the 
crossing of the axes are the milestones of 
this phase. These elements all contribute in 
completing the main access to the site from 
Storgata. During this phase the four major 
activators, the biggest investment of the 
project, are to be built. 

With the overall development of residential, 
hotel and student housing blocks, the 
necessary financial capital is generated to 
be reinvested by the project stakeholders 
in the Maker-space Library and Welcome 
Center. These two activators will provide the 
much needed civic centers for the people 
of Raufoss and will give a boost to the 
potential of mini-factories and spin-offs of the 
Industripark to thrive in the town centre. 

Phase D - a flexible extension
The area to the north of the AMFI shopping 
mall, are considered appropriate for flexible 
long-term development. The elements of 
this phase can be adjusted according to 
market demands after the development of the 
previous phases are completed. 

In this proposal this area is regarded as 
suitable for student housing and shorter stay 
residences because of the high potential of 
future attractiveness that Raufoss and the 
Industripark may acquire. The presence of 
outdoor sports facilities and a direct access 

Phasing – creating a community step by step
The project for the new Raufoss town centre can be considered as 
a large-scale project, especially due to the dimension of the town 
itself. Because of this, the project has to be structured within a 
flexible and adaptable time-line. Market conditions and various 
other externalities may radically influence the final outcome. It 
is fundamental to have a clear path of intervention as well as to 
give temporary and adaptable uses to areas not yet transformed – 
stimulating the economic feasibility and community spirit.

to the industrial park may constitute an 
important element for these subjects.

riverbank facing the dam towards the south makes the people of 
Raufoss enjoy the summer sun and binds together natural and 
cultural heritage.

The square in front of the Makerspace Library, at the intersection 
of the two axes and the pedestrian gateway to the Industripark, 
is characterized by the presence of several mini-factories and 
commercial spaces. Bigger events such as summer concerts and 
outdoor exhibitions can take place here thanks to its central 
location, good accessibility and surrounding parking spots.

The new triangular Welcome Centre reshapes the entrance to the 
Industripark and aids in defining the cluster around the Catapult 
Centre. In this building, and on the square in front, events related 
to the Industripark can take place, such as the City Lab event.

Typologies and urban design
This proposal is built upon a paratactical urban design system, 
inspired by the morphological principles of the traditional 
Norwegian cluster farm type: buildings gather around in an 
apparently accidental way to define a collective space, where the 
community meets.

Surrounded by nature
In order to increase the quality and attractiveness of life in Rau-
foss, residential units have a special relationship with the beautiful 
nature of the surroundings. In this proposal the impact new 
buildings have on the green riverbanks is reduced to a minimum, 
setting them delicately among the trees overlooking the river. 
The uncomplicated use of concrete, aluminium and glass puts 
nature on the fore, ensuring a maximum of daylight to be able to 
penetrate the buildings and for people to enjoy stunning views. 

Connected living within a productive environment
Quality of living is an important factor for attracting innovative 
figures and professionals. This leads to a symbiosis between 
different types of know-how and to the creation of a highly 
productive environment: a 4.0 way of living. In this perspective, 
activators not only strengthen the competence of workers, but 
also perform as a network of support centres in the fields of 
IoT, cloud computing, cognitive computing and cyber-physical 
systems for all the innovative local business. 

By breaking down today’s impenetrable barrier, 
this project aims to make the town centre a light 
and open extension of the Industripark – a spin-
off in which high-tech industry feels at home and 
blends with new and innovative ways of living.

Hotel Short stay housing Low level housing Student housing Short stay housing Makerspace LibraryStudent Housing Elderly housing High level housing

Mid level housing

Private parking lots

Commercial and productive ground floor

Public and private parking lotsCommunal facilitiesCommunal facilitiesHunnselva river

Mid level housing

Small-scale urban farmingAMFI shopping mallCommunal terrace Kindergarten Brubakken

Outdoor sports facilities

Civic buildings  4
11 %

Productive units in the town centre

Commercial units      12
33 %

10 Communal units
28 %

10 Mini-factory units
28 %

Residential units

Saleable units 33 %

    49

      98

Rentable units 67 %

Demography of people living in the town centre

Children 
1 – 16
 
 10 % 

Students 
17 – 24   

 23 %

Young   
25 – 34
  
 13 %

Middle  
35 – 64  

 41 %

Old  
65 – ...
  
 12 % 

A B C D
Redevelopment of Brubakken heritage site
High end, mid level and elderly housing
Underground parking

Bridges crossing the river
Activating the river and green core
Hotel building

Makerspace Library
Welcome Centre
Student and short stay housing
Underground parking

Student, shart stay and low level housing
Outdoor sports facilities
Underground parking 
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